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I've had enough different jobs to fill a small encyclopedia set.  For almost a decade after graduating

from college, it wasn't unusual for me to quit a job after a week or even a day.  The rules and repetition

embedded in an occupation often form a stagnant cranny where, as the space shrinks away, I find a way to

hurl myself out of it.  It's like the other day when a friend of mine was ladling soup into a bowl - on the third

scoop she spilled the ladle's contents on the table.  “I got bored after doing the same thing twice already,” she

said.  A regular job requires a willingness to stick to the same plan on a regular basis.  And that plan shreds

my brain into coleslaw that's been scattered across the room.

There are things I've done for years, like wearing shoes outside the house, drinking coffee in the

morning1, reading books from left to right.  But then I'll find myself wondering: Is there another way to read

a book?  What if I start in the middle and spiral out, or highlight random words and reveal a hidden story

within the existing one, or use those highlighted words like a drinking game, taking a sip of beer every time I

come upon one while reading the book in the normal fashion.  When my brain detects an oppressive or

humdrum quality in the air, it breaks out the phone list and starts calling for alternatives.  Pretty soon, what

it sees as possibilities for a unique, liberating experience start to saunter in, and I realize it's my party they're

crashing.

Job structures often act as though they are the top salespeople specializing in the solicitation of ideas

for escapism.  They chat me up during tasks like dusting every single knickknack in a gift shop every single

morning2.   Handing out fliers advertising a junk hauling service anytime there are a few free  moments

between  actual junk-haulings.  Inserting ads into newspapers as they come down a conveyor belt – inserts

almost no one will read – and doing it at the rate of twenty per minute for twelve hours with three ten

minute breaks and one half hour lunch.  Asking customers if they'd like two free healthy boosters in their

smoothie, and when they inevitably have no idea what that means, explaining it over and over.  Saying the

word “booster” so many times it makes me shudder in my yogurt-splattered apron.  Scanning documents all

day, and if a bathroom break is needed, informing the supervisor before going.  Being told to be more detail-



oriented3.  Being told to multitask better.  Being expected to hover over customers to see if they need a nudge

toward buying a $3000 hutch4.  Weighing portions of meat and beans on a scale before placing them inside a

tortilla to ensure a correct calorie count. 

Incidents

If  it's  not  a  job's  erosive  routine  encroaching  on  my  ability  to  endure,  then  it's  the  absurdly

unexpected events that burst into the monochrome, flinging situations past the realm of interesting and into

chaos.  Like the two different times I got stuck in office elevators.  The encounter with cat turds on a factory

conveyor belt, the customer who convinced me to take an obviously bad check 5, and the bird that managed to

shit on the  inside  of the waistband of my pants.  The two occasions where I was fired for being a poor

salesperson.  The afternoon when a bottle of Tabasco dropped on my toe from a height of twelve feet, and the

several day stretch when a coworker quacked at me like a ghost duck from behind the rows of auto parts we

stocked together.  There was the first cloth diaper I ever sprayed out, which passed me an illness where I

threw up the whole next  day.   The company polo shirt and vest that were several sizes too large which I had

to wear out in public since my uniform had not yet been ordered.   The synchronous instant when my

employer's dog went diarrhea inside the house right as I realized the baby's diaper had leaked all over my lap.

There  was  the  time  bees  swarmed me and  stung my neck  and arm six  times  while  I  was  doing  yard

maintenance.  The situation where I bit into a piece of Halloween candy and broke off a crowned molar at

the root in the midst of caring for two toddlers.  The interview I had to cancel because of a skateboarding

accident that left me unable to walk for a week.  The episode where in front of several customers, I slipped

and fell in a puddle of water and pulled down a whole sheet of cookies while my eyes cried from cutting

onions.  And the rainy day when my bike tires got stuck in the MAX train tracks during a brief stint as a bike

messenger; I fell and my chain came loose, which I didn't know how to fix, and had to call the base to have

someone walk me through the realignment process over the phone.  To top it  off,  I had a bad case of



ringworm on my leg at the time.  

Quitting

I quit my job at the rag factory, a depressing and dirty series of bins and conveyor belts, because I

kept getting sick, running to the bathroom every fifteen minutes to cough up phlegm.  My level of misery was

compounded by the constant loop of a radio station's piped-in easy listening and soft rock hits that I found so

insufferable that any Billy Joel song that came on infused me with an amount of relief that did not correspond

with the ambivalent reaction I would have had under other circumstances.  In the midst of all this, one day I

found a knife stabbed into the edge of my work station.  Delirious with fever, I let my mind unravel with

thoughts of some kind of warning sent by the weird guy who distributed the materials I sorted.  He lurked

through the work area dressed in all black, misanthropically peering at me as he wheeled his cart past.  I was

sure this was a death wish.  

The guy came by after awhile and said, “I put that knife there so you could use it to tear open the

plastic bags more easily.”

“Oh yeah, of course, thanks,” I said, picking up the knife and making a slice across the garbage sack

in front of me.

“Yep, works great!”  

An hour later I took a bathroom break and returned to find an enormous stuffed rabbit sitting on my

station.  I jammed the knife in its eye and pushed it to the edge where the guy would see it the next time he

came around.6

I quit my job at the Bargain Station, a thrift store on a commercial strip, because in the back room

where I sorted clothes with six other women, there was a TV on the wall that broadcast daytime programs,

but had no picture.  If I was going to be subjected to Jenny Jones' makeovers, I at least wanted to witness the

changes.  Jerry Springer was just a bunch of yelling and bleeps, but no action.  I figured I could do something



less annoying for minimum wage.

I quit my job at  Reynold's Optical a half  an hour  before the new job was going to start.   That

morning I convinced myself I shouldn't be selling eyeglasses if I didn't even wear them, and besides, the store

sold eight hundred dollar frames made from buffalo horn, and that was gross.  

I quit my job at the Bargain Tree, a thrift store catering to professionals on a budget, because my boss

pulled me aside one morning to tell me that my natural way of speaking was inadequate.  When greeting

customers at the front counter, I wasn't showing the patrons of that second-hand shopping establishment that

I cared about their presence.  I'd thought I'd been pleasant to people, and when she confronted me, I started

crying, saying how depressed I was (although I'd never thought about it until that moment).  

“Why don't we cut your hours,” she said.  “Then you can rest in the mornings and eat a good meal

instead of bringing in that snack lunch you usually bring.”

“Ok, sure...” I said, trying to judge her tone.  

Later that day I decided she'd actually been patronizing instead of concerned, so I put in my two week

notice.

I quit my job as a walking courier because the management wouldn't give me a day off to go to Vegas

for a friend's wedding.  Just a couple of weeks before, I'd asked for and been denied a twenty-five cent raise

after learning that a coworker who'd worked there half as long made more than I did.  Some guy in the office

who I spoke with via my Nextel walkie-talkie explained the company just couldn't spare another two dollars a

day.  I had to admit the job was getting to me after two years of tromping around in the elements with a

twenty-five pound sack of mail slung across my torso.  In the past month I'd gotten in a screaming match

with one driver who pulled over and tried to grab me by the diagonal strap of my messenger bag after I

slapped the back of his van with my palm.  It started because he'd made pissed-off gestures when I hesitated

to cross the street as he began to make a right turn.  I'd also been told “You're such a fucking asshole!” by the

Church of Elvis woman as she wandered past me one day on the sidewalk.  And when a traffic cop tried to

menace me out of jaywalking I replied, “I walk all day, this is my job,” as if that justified it.  



I quit my job at 1-800-GOT-JUNK because the whole experience was just too much.  It all started

with an hour and a half group interview in a cramped basement room.  After emerging from the tiny space in

a brain fog, I was approached by one of the other interviewees who expressed interest in my phone number.

The next day I was hired, and spent my last thirty dollars on a pair of used Dickies and some steel-toed boots

from Payless.7  The outfit was completed by draping myself in the aforementioned way-too-huge polo shirt

and fleece vest.  On the starting day I walked into the main office at 7 A.M. to find the manager taking bites

off a whole summer sausage wrapped in a napkin.  Then, while I was wedged between he and the driver

inside the cab of the company truck, he kept burping the sausage.  After lunch at McDonald's, where I forced

down a strawberry milkshake - the only thing I'd eat all shift – his burps got even worse.  We drove around

all day clearing people's refuse, including one house where we filled the entire truck with garbage from the

lawn, which had been accumulating for what must have been several months.  We flung waterlogged diapers

and phone books, scooped up ripped trash bags spilling their rotten innards.  After a couple of dump runs,

we kept getting calls for more clients, following the tenet that if there was work to be done we'd be there to

do it, which turned a supposedly eight hour day into eleven.  After we arrived back at the office, I quit on the

spot.  

Interims

When I got stumped about what to do next, there were always temp agencies.  Various gigs came my

way and I took them all, except one day when I realized I didn't even have enough money for the return bus

trip from the suburban mall where the job was located.  Early on, I'd taken a typing test at one agency and

scored 31 wpm with 32 mistakes.  When the person administering the test announced my results and asked if

I'd like to try again, I just laughed.  It was clear I had no business doing most office work, so instead we

agreed I should undertake “light industrial” gigs which usually involved extreme repetition at a conveyor belt

or other contraption.  But some jobs were a bit more free-form; I was once selected as the lone worker to



chuck half-opened or otherwise-mutilated packages of diapers into three giant piles inside a warehouse for a

few days.  Now and then an old man would appear and help out for a bit while letting huge farts.  

There were occasions when I was asked to do very basic clerical work.  For a week I stuffed envelopes

with a recent divorcee whose husband had been supporting her the past fifteen years.  She asked for my

feedback about how to re-enter the job market, and while I attempted to explain my perspective on the topic

she tuned the radio to a pop music station and insisted Phil Collins was “pure talent” because he was ugly

and could therefore only depend on his inner gifts.  On the second day I looked at her and said “I hate this

music, can we change the channel?”  

She stared back, saying “Really? Why do you hate it?”  

Only one of my temp jobs lasted longer than a couple weeks.  For five months I was the receiving

clerk at an auto parts warehouse, going through six-foot-high stacks of plastic tubs filled with hundreds of car

gadgets, checking them off a list  and putting them on shelves.  The cold expanse of the warehouse had

everyone putting their sweatshirt hoods up, including me, until a new temp was hired to help with receiving

who insisted on chatting.  Since I couldn't hear him through the fabric that pressed against my ears, I sighed

and pulled the hood down.  Our conversations were the kind where one party is enthusiastic about things like

the movie “Speed” and the other party responds in ways that take the least amount of energy, and are about

as fun as pushing an RV uphill in a wet poncho.

Then one afternoon I  snapped.  The other temp started making offensive comments about one of his

girlfriend's  college professors  and claiming the girlfriend wasn't  learning anything because her  education

wasn't based in facts.  I put down the muffler I'd been carrying and yelled, “You don't know anything about

education! You are ignorant! This is why people go to school so they can open their minds!  It's not about

facts at all!”  

After that I walked out the door and took a two hour break.  A couple days later the other temp quit

and was soon replaced with a different temp whose company I actually enjoyed.  It turns out there is a limit

to the amount of enjoyment you can have stocking auto parts, as we were both let go two weeks later for



talking to each other too much.

In the gaps between temp jobs, interviews came and went: to clean old pianos, work in the home

decorating department at Sears, stand in the ticket booth at the Japanese Garden, be a groundskeeper for the

Parks Department.  There, I was subjected to an obstacle course, a twenty minute test which included lifting a

weighted shovel a hundred times and carrying seventy-five pounds for several yards.  I completed the course,

but with strain, and later found out from the accompanying physical exam that I had a heart murmur and

wasn't hired. 

Art

In college I put off declaring my major until the last minute, finally deciding to major in Fine Art

because it was the only thing that seemed natural.  It was a relief to have a way for such an “impractical”

major to be legit when I figured out the right thing to do with an art degree is to get an emphasis in graphic

design.  But the very semester I decided to declare my major the program was changed to Digital Imaging.

So I started learning HTML and Photoshop, spending hours at a computer doodling with electronic tools.  I

hated it.  Without the tactile, creative ventures felt as tasteless and perverse as the ambrosia served at the

dining hall.   I  got fidgety during lectures,  dreading the part when I'd have to stare into the screen and

command it  to  fulfill  aesthetic  visions through typing and clicking.   My Photoshop assignment  did not

impress the professor, who gave me a C on my electronically-defaced image of the Brady Bunch.  I glared at

my classmates who seemed to love the process while I sulked and disavowed technology forever.  Somehow I

did learn to code and created a website8, but grew depressed thinking this was my future.  So I finished my

degree without ever taking another design class again.

 For five years after college I job-hopped as if I was trying to win the world's longest potato sack race.

I dreamed moss was beginning to grow on my ankle after staying at one job for a year.  Career-related ideas

would pop up, like maybe I needed to get foot in the door at the Portland Art Museum by volunteering. 9  It



turned out showing museum-goers how to use a Walkman for their self-guided tours made me irritated.  Why

didn't people know how to use them yet?  They were practically obsolete.  

Then during an unemployed period in my late twenties, I started salvaging boards in an industrial

area and painting on them with leftover supplies from college.  Within a few months I had a show at a local

cafe and decided this was it.  I was going to be an artist.  

I rented a studio space the size of a four-square court and set up my easel, sewing machine and a

lounge chair cushion for when I needed a break.  Every week I biked out to the Goodwill bins to excavate

clothes for reconstruction and consignment to stores.  Friends gave me their hand-me-downs, I raided the free

closet  on Mississippi  Avenue and at  People's  Co-op for  duds to fix  up and sell.   One morning I  even

happened upon a pile of unscathed vintage duds behind Grand Central Bowl which scored me enough money

to eat for several days.   Between projects I napped with my ear to the floor where my neighbor played

flamenco guitar riffs, peeked in on the woman making cards with a letterpress,  trimmed my hair in the

common bathroom.  

But a dilemma arose about two years into this dream profession.  It wasn't the money, even though

that part was definitely terrible.  At one point I figured out I was making about $2 an hour on a prosperous

day.  Sometimes I ate a few free samples at the grocery store or a bowl of foraged dandelion greens drenched

in maple syrup for a meal.  I ate the too-old-to-serve bread left in bags outside a local restaurant and hoarded

a half gallon of ice cream in the freezer, waiting for a friend to go home so I didn't have to offer her any or

explain it was the only food I had.  I tried to think of these things as an adventure.  The real problem was

that after awhile almost everything appeared to have the potential to become art, inducing a vertigo-like tinge

on daily life.  Anything that wasn't complete garbage swirled around calling for transformation.  “Save us

from our conventional forms! Immortalize us just for a minute!”  An old yearbook could be perused and

chopped into a compilation of people with the biggest glasses. 10  The tops of tube socks could be sweatbands

for wrists.  Linoleum chunks could be glued to paintings for texture.  When I slept, I dreamed about finding

magical fabric in the Goodwill bins.  I scanned situations for imagery and inspiration to put into paintings.  If



there was a nightmare where the dreamer is stuck in a never-ending loop of the infomercial for the “Infinite

Dress,” that's what it was like. 

Post-art 

One day I was cutting something up to make a collage book, and an intense confusion swooped in

like one of those annoying Blue Angels fighter jets.  Any sense I had of what was important was now held

captive in a tangle of psychic macrame.  I forced a peek underneath the snarl and found a void so hideous it

was threatening to skewer my entire history and burn it alive.  About an hour later it passed, but returned

with frequency over the next three years until I stifled it with anti-depressants for another three.

Before the situation seemed drastic, I tried to teach myself things like sign language and guitar as

possible “antidotes” to this predicament.  If I could just figure out a method to get my mind to look the other

direction while I shoved my artistic compulsions into a freight container headed for another continent.  In

this vein of thought I figured maybe could start a new life based in science.  Plants would be the escape route.

 Starting horticulture school didn't seem possible without moving to a whole new city. 11  So I moved

and started school where I sawed the branches of apple trees, learned which shrub was a viburnum and which

tree was a linden, noted the plants that were edible.  But during lectures while other students had questions

about pest control and soil consistency, I'd be drawing all the different leaves.  Plants were interesting, but I

had to admit they weren't the flawless remedy to my predicament.

Classmates would ask, “Why don't you take the landscape design classes? With your art background

you'd be great at it.”

“No way,” I'd say. “I'm here to get away from that stuff.”

Being a designer wasn't an option, as I had not forgotten my days in Digital Imaging class, but I was

tired of straining to believe horticulture was more than a breathing hole from my art cocoon.  After three

quarters, I dropped out of school.  Since then I've done a few yard maintenance gigs, but that's about it.



Coping

For awhile I wondered if I could make a temporary living by just compiling a bunch of small money-

making opportunities.  What I needed was a little more time to figure out a better plan.  Of course it didn't

work, but I did make some cash being in a few research studies which were often surreal in a way that I

found fascinating.12

As a bio-mechanical research guinea pig, I tried on twelve pairs of different athletic shoes and walked

on a treadmill for a few minutes in each pair, my body covered with electrodes and with a heart monitor

clasped to the elastic band of the borrowed soccer shorts I wore for the study.  After a few sessions I'd earned

a hundred bucks and four pairs of athletic socks.

As a medical research guinea pig, I was put in an MRI machine wearing a pair of headphones.  The

guy running the study gave me a series of beeps through the headphones and I had to push buttons on an

electronic pad to signal if I heard them.  They studied my brain patterns and told me I have the acute hearing

mostly found in blind people. 

As a market research guinea pig, I've taste tested tortilla chips and whiskey.  I've been asked if the

flavor of Makers Mark makes me feel like an American.13  I've talked with a guy about my opinions on email

spam while being monitored by people taking notes behind mirrored glass.  I've rated political commercials

and radio songs by using a dial that spins from one to a hundred.  (I gave that one Collective Soul song 14 a

high rating so it would still be played on the air and I'd get to make fun of it).  

As an academic research guinea pig, I've watched clips of movies, including “Silence of the Lambs,”

while again wearing electrodes and then writing descriptions of my emotional reactions.  I've discussed my

experience  of  going  to  therapy  with  prospective  therapists.   I've  given  my  thoughts  about  charity  to

psychology students (twice, since apparently no one had a record I'd done it the first time). 

When the cobbling method proved unsustainable, I rolled my eyes, sighed loudly and went back to



looking for one steady gig.  Meanwhile, having tired of the question “What do you do?” and feeling like I was

often having to explain myself or endure judgment in that realm, I started making up answers.  I was a

chinchilla breeder, or an olive pitter, a crawl space measurer.  Eyebrows would raise before I'd eventually

admit the truth.  

During  the  time  I was  trying  to  be  an artist, an acquaintance of mine was the coordinator of a

big film festival party.  He handed out free drink tickets to everyone at the door and then mingled, a large

stack of tickets still in his shirt pocket.  After awhile I approached him, eying the stack, and asked if I could

have another.  “Get a job,” he said.  I shrunk away wondering if he was right.

A few years later, I was out with some people I'd just met, doing the getting-to-know-you thing.  At

that time I'd been at the same job for almost four years.  It was a basic clerical job in a law firm and after that

long I'd become efficient, spending my surplus time doing elaborate creative projects with a coworker, many

of which were intended to entertain the rest of our office.  There was the fake resume we made for a woman

named “Marmalaade del Gató,” sent out with a customized cover letter whenever we found ads on Craigslist

too absurd to ignore.  We spent hours crafting “Eunice Mergen's” extensive fake art portfolio, which included

“abstract origami,” highlighter drawings, and penmanship samples that we submitted to a fancy New York art

school.15   The wall of fake employees of the month displayed random portraits we found online, each with

fake name and job title: In-house Soothsayer, Office Captain, Lead Stapling Coordinator.  There were also the

doughnut sandwiches concocted from Friday morning breakfast leftovers and whatever was around the office

kitchen.  We'd leave the doughnut sandwich in an empty cupboard above my coworker's desk, dubbed “the

hardening cabinet,” to let it grow stale before mailing it to one of our friends.  

When I explained what I thought of as my good fortune in being able to do these things, one of my

new acquaintances glared at me and said, “You know, some of us actually have to work hard at our jobs.”  

“Well, I've worked hard in other jobs,” I said, biting my thumbnail.

Every time my office job coworker and I presented the results of our creative endeavors to the rest of

the firm, we all cracked up.  The senior partner even encouraged it at times.  Promoting humor seemed



worthwhile,  but  back at  my desk as  I  entered the titles  of  law documents  into  a  computer,  I  was also

performing mental Capoeira to fend off thoughts of underachievement, poor work ethic, apathy and what to

write on the banners my accomplice and I planned to make for each colleague's workspace.  While my

coworkers discussed cases with clients, I ripped staples from corners.  Hearings were arranged, subpoenas

delivered as I rearranged the storage room and came up with ideas for ridiculous coasters to hand out after

lunch.  

Who knows

When  I  was  twenty-three  I  went  to  a  few  sessions  with  a  career  counselor.   After  a  series  of

personality  and aptitude  tests,  flow charts  drawn on butcher  paper,  and some kind of  energy-centering

exercise we came to the conclusion I should be an art therapist.  At first it sounded right – I'd be helping

people heal through making art.  But the only time I ever considered it again was in the context of wishing I

could have it as a professional label and stop the ongoing search.

For now I'm making money doing childcare, and although it's going well I can feel my curiosity

ascending the staircase toward novelty once again.  It's possible I'll just keep searching for the unfamiliar

while being pursued by art in a doomed love triangle.  Having a legitimate resume 16 might never happen.  I

think it's time to accept this.

 

        



End Notes

1  Not true anymore.  I now drink matcha instead of coffee.
2  Failing to do this was on the list of reasons why I was fired from the World Forestry Center.
3  This was also on the list.
4  Failing to do this was one of the reasons why I was fired from Signature Imports.
5  Another reason I was fired from the World Forestry Center.
6  The thing that made me tolerate working at the rag factory was that the manager was paying me extra under the 
table to set aside any vintage clothing I found while sorting, which he sold at his side business.
7  I never wore the steel-toed boots again.
8  My “website” consisted of a sample play-list for my radio show at the college station.  That was it.
9  I did this for one day.
10 To be put in a zine I never finished.
11 Actually, two different cities.
12 On a low level.
13 I told the guy I had no idea what that meant.
14 The one that goes “YEEEAAAHHH”
15 The Cooper Union.  We received the portfolio back after a few weeks with an attached note requesting the 
application fee.
16 I've only been hired once using a resume, which was at the law firm.  But the boss claimed he gave me the job 
because of I was honest about having very little prior experience doing office work.

 



 
Appendix A

1. Once during a child care job, the twelve year old boy I babysat got furious with his mom before she left for
the night because she'd messed up his recording of a Pink Floyd album.  Standing about two feet from me, he
yelled at his mom, “YOU IDIOT!” at least twenty times while stomping his foot and flailing his arms.

2. At another childcare job I let the kids watch a “My Little Pony” video 7 times in a row.  Later that night I 
freaked out briefly when I found one of the children zonked out in a weird position next to her bed because I 
thought maybe she was dead.

3. At the Bargain Tree, there was a particular group of customers the manager claimed were shoplifters and 
every time they came in she would round up all the employees in the store and force us to follow the culprits 
around until they left.

4.While working at Music Millennium, I avoided learning how to use the cash register because it was a 
computer. (I worked there the summer following my Digital Imaging class).

5. One early morning at the World Forestry Center, I walked into my boss' windowless office to find her 
eating chicken strips dipped in ranch dressing and almost puked from the smell.

6.  Also at the World Forestry Center, one of my coworkers and I would switch off taking naps in the late 
afternoons when we knew our boss was hunkered in her office and customers were rare.  There was a small 
amphitheater where a twenty minute film about forests looped on a screen all day and we'd lie down on the 
carpeted stairs and doze off.  We also found a bunch of taxidermied animals in a storage area which we posed
with and took photos of one slow afternoon.

7.  One evening at Signature Imports, I was alone in the shop when a man from a halfway house down the 
street came in screaming.  He'd heard a couple arguing on the street and wanted me to call the police.  I 
spent about fifteen minutes convincing him I would call if he'd just leave the store, then locked the door and 
closed early.

8.  Also at Signature Imports, I sold an African mask to a guy for a price I made up, which he admitted was 
way under what it should have been, but no price was listed and he seemed like a nice person.



9.  At Goodwill, one of my coworkers and I would often get accused of “having too much fun at work.”  We 
would respond by saying “If I had a nickel for every time someone said that, I'd have a dollar twenty-five!”

10.  Several months after temping at a bindery, I saw one of the other temps from the assignment driving 
around with a handwritten sign in his car window that said “Job Wanted.”  He was also blasting Dire Straits 
with the windows open.

11.  A week or two into working at the Oregon Fruit Cannery I realized the tub I'd been using as a garbage 
for things like rotten berries and dead grasshoppers was actually supposed to be for smashed fruit that was 
still edible and could be used as pureé in things like yogurt or jam.



Appendix B

1.  After getting laid off at the law firm, I entered to win the Arbitrary Art Grant in sculpture by placing a 
compilation of items in a grocery cart at Safeway.  The winner was chosen when pieces of paper with the 
entrants' names were put in a pile on the floor.  Someone cracked an egg a few yards away, then used a leaf-
blower to push the paper scraps toward the egg.  The first name to stick won.  Mine was the first one and I 
received $500.  A week later I was rehired at the law firm.

2.  When I started having problems with art, I took a bunch of old paintings and stuck them in the free closet
on Mississippi Avenue.  In the following weeks as I wandered the neighborhood, I found several of the 
paintings affixed to the outside of houses.

3.  I met a bar patron while I setting up a show at the Egyptian Club.  She asked if I'd want to show my work
at a big party she was throwing the next month.  She said this was her annual bash – a gala, really, with 
prominent figures from around town, tons of food and exquisite beverages.  I agreed to do it.  The day came 
and I set up my art on a fence in her backyard.  My friends and I paid $10 each for a bottomless cup of some 
kind of alcoholic fruit punch and a couple slices off a party-sized Subway sandwich.  There was a DJ from the
oldies bar Bodacious Classics who spun hits from a booth that looked like the front of a Studebaker.  It was 
pretty fun I guess, but I sold nothing and left confused.

4.  While my paintings were up at Genie's cafe, a friend of mine noticed them while waiting to get a table for 
breakfast.  Because he was bored, he called Speed Levitch's (that tour guide from “Waking Life”) answering 
machine.  He described my paintings to the answering machine.

5.  A clothing shop called me one day to see if I would hang my paintings in their store for a grand opening 
party.  The woman said photographers from Jane magazine would probably be there and she wanted to have 
some bold art on the walls for the occasion.  On the night of the opening I had a fever of 102 (from working 
at the rag factory) and arrived sweaty and nasty.  As far as I know, the magazine people never showed up.



Complete Job and Gig Inventory 
(1991-2013)

Oregon State Fair – clean up crew          
Oregon Fruit Cannery – line worker
Subway – sandwich artist
Macheesmo Mouse – cashier/food prepper 
Music Millennium – sales associate
Student Cleaners – apartment cleaner
Goodwill – sales associate
Signature Imports – sales associate
Bargain Tree – sales associate
Red Cross – phone solicitor
Bindery temp job #1 – collator
Bargain Station – donation sorter
Warehouse temp job #1 – face cream packager
Office temp job #1 – shredder
World Forestry Center – cashier/tour guide
Seasons Juice Stand – cashier/food prepper
Warehouse temp job #2 – junkmail producer
Office temp job #2 – Holocaust document scanner
Office temp job #3 – filer
Senvoy – walking courier
Dogs Dig Vegetarian Deli – cashier/food prepper
Bindery temp job #2 – newspaper inserter
Office temp job #4 – envelope stuffer
Catering temp job – server
Warehouse temp job #3 – receiver of auto parts
Department store temp job #1 – reorganizer 
Department store temp job #2 – inventorier 
Pacific Courier Service – bike messenger
Belle Pente Winery – labeler/bottler
Temp job – host for Pearl District condo building
Bindery temp job #3 – spiral binder
Warehouse temp job #4 – diaper package sorter



1-800-GOT-JUNK – junk hauler
Oregon Peace and Justice – flyer distributor  
American Rag and Metal – material sorter
Olympic Law Group – document clerk 
VCR 100 – slate clacker
Halo Thai - barback
Childcare – (a lot)
Yard Maintenance – (a few)
Market Research – political ads, radio music,
email spam, whiskey, tortilla chip tester
Academic Research – UW and Linfield 
psychology departments, APIAPS test subject
Medical Research – OHSU test subject
Biomechanical Research – shoe tester
Conversation partner
Personal driver
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